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What the students read

Alcohol vignettes featured a former student who
went out w ith friends and experienced social or
health consequences from drinking. The
consequences were presented using either a gain
frame (ie, positives of not drinking heavily) or loss
frame (ie, negatives of drinking heavily). The
social–gain frame vignette featured a student who
was able to more easily converse w ith others,
leading to a future date w ith an attractive member
of the opposite sex. The student in the health–
gain frame vignette talked about feeling good the
day after going out, and the health benefits of
moderate drinking (eg, lower risk of heart
disease). The social–loss vignette featured a
student who drank so much that he or she
vomited in front of an attractive member of the
opposite sex. The student in the health–loss
vignette blacked out and was taken to the
hospital for fear of alcohol poisoning.
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To moderate student drinking, tell them about the embarrassment and social losses they might suffer from heavy
drinking, but when it comes to health, focus on the gains from not drinking heavily.

SUMMARY Many interventions targeting college student drinking have focused on the negative health effects of
drinking heavily. However, some research suggests that heavy drinking among college students is frequently socially
motivated. The featured study tried to use this same social motivation to reduce drinking, and at the same time tested
whether it was more effective to frame messages in terms of the positive gains to be anticipated from light or non-
drinking (‘positive frame’) versus avoidance of negative consequences from heavy drinking (‘negative frame’).

After being offered course credits in return, at a US university
124 psychology students (averaging about 18 years of age)
joined the study. They were allocated at random to read either a
non-alcohol-related vignette (the control procedure used to
benchmark the effects of the other procedures), or one of four
alcohol-related vignettes (  box) ostensibly written by a recent
graduate from the university. The former student described an
episode of drinking in which he or she experienced either social or
health consequences, in each case framed as either a gain (ie,
positive consequences of not drinking heavily) or a loss (ie,
negative consequences of drinking heavily). After reading the
vignettes, participants answered a questionnaire which included
a question about their future intention to resist heavy drinking.

Compared to students who read only the vignette unrelated to
drinking, reading about the negative social consequences of
heavy drinking weakened intentions to drink heavily in future, as
did reading about positive health effects attributed to not
drinking heavily. There were no such impacts from reading about
the positive social consequences of not drinking heavily or the
negative health consequences of drinking heavily. In other
words, for social consequences, a negative frame worked best,
for health consequences, a positive frame. These effects were
stronger the more heavily the student drank before the study, leading to statistically significant advantages among the
heavier drinkers for a negative versus positive frame for social messages, and the reverse in respect of health
messages.

The results suggest that interventions which typically focus on the negative health effects of heavy drinking may be
made more effective by instead emphasising the negative social consequences of drinking heavily and the positive
health consequences of avoiding this behaviour. An important limitation of this study is that it did not assess actual
changes in drinking, though a previous similar study did detect such changes one month after the intervention.

 COMMENTARY The authors accounted for their findings in terms of how probable the students would see
the consequences described in the short stories they read. When the consequences are relatively probable, it is
thought that people react most to anticipated positive consequences, as in health gains from not drinking heavily.
When the consequences are seen as relatively improbable, people react most to anticipated negative consequences,
such as the risk of committing a serious social faux pas like vomiting in front of a potential girlfriend or boyfriend after
heavy drinking.

Another study but among college students in Britain has also indicated that how health-promotion messages are
‘framed’ affects their impact, in this case whether the amount they drink is compared to the student average, or they
are told that (for example) that they more than 80% of other students.
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